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У статті скрізь призму біографій митців, що представлені у виданні «Митці Степової України», 

розглядається розвиток художньої освіти на Єлисаветградщині (другої половини XIX – початку  

XX століття). Основним осередком художньої освіти на той час в Єлисаветграді були Вечірні рису-

вальні і креслярські класи, які були засновані П. Крестоносцевим. У словнику на широкій джерельній базі 

було зібрано та уніфіковано понад 200 статей про митців та їхніх учнів, що перебували колись у степо-

вому краї (Єлисаветградщина в цей період входила до Херсонської губернії, нині – територія Кірово-

градської області з обласним центром м. Кропивницький). Акцентується, що мистецьке життя на той 

час розвивалося в загальноєвропейському контексті. Чимало митців, що представлені у словнику, зроби-

ли вагомий внесок у мистецтво не тільки України, але й інших країн світу. У статті також розкрива-

ються особливості роботи над словником: встановлення маловідомих імен – художників-педагогів та 

їхніх учнів, уточнення біографій вже відомих персоналій. Дослідження біографій надало змогу окреслити 

відправні точки та шляхи майбутніх пошуків з метою історико-педагогічної реконструкції стану і ди-

наміки культурно-освітнього процесу в краї, зародження та існування локальної художньої школи та 

розвитку мистецького процесу в цілому. Саме дослідження сприятиме узагальненню мистецького педа-

гогічного досвіду та популяризації творчого використання ідей видатних педагогів у сучасних умовах, 

відіграватиме важливу роль у забезпеченні розвитку наукових досліджень сучасної педагогічної науки, 

освіти і практики 
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1. Introduction  

The study, generalization and critical rethinking 

of the experience of training in the field of art and indus-

trial education of the late ХІХ – early ХХ century, is of 

scientific interest today. Many things from the best teach-

ing experience, improving methods, techniques and or-

ganization of training can be used to more successfully 

solve training problems for the art industry, including 

design. Also an important component of this process is 

the study of pedagogical personalities, which is one of 

the priority areas of development of modern historical 

and pedagogical science, evidence of which is the emer-

gence of numerous studies on well-known and little-

known figures, who contributed to the development of 

education and pedagogical thought in Ukraine.  

One of the links in the study of past educational 

experience is the study of biographies of artists, who 

have been educated in certain educational institutions and 

accordingly, through the study of their way of life we can 

trace the educational impact, determine the specifics and 

quality of training. Unfortunately, many names of artists 

who were born in the Steppe region or worked here for 

some time have been lost, and their works have not sur-

vived or are unknown to scientists. It is to the establish-

ment of these names - artists-teachers and their students, 

clarification of biographies of already known personali-

ties, historical and pedagogical reconstruction of the edu-

cational process in the Yelisavetgrad region the contin-

ued work on the dictionary «Artists of steppe Ukraine» 

was devoted [1]. This became an important source base 

for further historical and pedagogical research.  

  

2. Literary review 

Questions of preparation and activity of artists-

teachers were considered in scientific research by:  

T. Vysikailo [2], Z. Hurich [3], T. Panok [4]. The region-

al aspect of art education development in the South of 

Ukraine, which included Yelisavetgrad at that time, is 

presented in the works [5, 6] of L. Rusakova [5],  

O. Filonenko [6]. Among them is the work of R. 

Shmagalo [7] that is the most thorough and key for this 

study, it is in it that the Yelisavetgrad Evening Drawing 

and Design Classes are defined as an authoritative art 

school and fit into the context of the development of Eu-

ropean art and industry education.  

Different aspects of these themes are presented in 

publications of local researchers. It is necessary to distin-

guish some special work and publications by V. Bosko 

[8], special focus is deserved by a series directories «His-

torical Calendar», which give an information on the art-
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ists of the XIX – early XX century. One of the latter 

books was the album [9], prepared by the scientific 

community of the Kirovohrad region Art Museum.  

Researches of personalities by foreign scientists, 

namely artists, who received primary art education in 

Yelisavetgrad, certify the necessity and the weight of this 

research, because in their work information about prima-

ry education is mentioned only in passing or not at all.  

Among them there are: O. Kolyanchuk [10], re-

searched the way of life of Paul Zaporojchenko – a grad-

uate of Yelisavetgrad classes, who executed many paint-

ings of churches in Poland; V. Prishchepova [11], con-

sidered the St. Petersburg period of Samuil Dudin's work, 

which left its mark on Yelisavetgrad's public life; 

A. Nekrasova [12], described the work of Isidore Zolo-

tarevsky, briefly mentioning Yelisavetgrad; Kirby 

Tenhulzen [13], created a website, dedicated to the life of 

Boris Major with numerous documents and information, 

however there is no information about the art teaching 

place; Anna Hendzel-Andreew [14], described the crea-

tive way of Kazimiera Adamska-Rouba – graduate of 

Evening drawing and design classes; Murielle Lucie 

Clément [15], researched the creativity of the pupil of 

Yelisavetgrad classes Michel Matveev; Meidler-Waks, 

Sigalit [16], researched the Berlin years of the artist Issa-

char Ryback, the subject of her master's thesis, and then 

done her doctorate on his life and work. 

 

3. The aim and objectives of the study 

The aim of the study was to analyze some aspects 

of the development of art education in the Yelisavetgrad 

region.  

To achieve this aim, the following objectives 

were set: 

1. To review the publication of the «Dictionary of 

Artists of Steppe Ukraine» and determine the importance 

of such research in the context of Ukrainian pedagogical 

biography.  

2. To reveal practical aspects of use and to fore-

cast prospects of research. 

  

4. Materials and methods 

The documentary materials of the Central State 

Historical Archives of Ukraine (Kyiv), the Central State 

Archive of higher authorities and government of Ukraine 

(Kyiv), State Archive of the Kirovograd region as well as 

archival manuscripts and scientific collections of phone-

recording of Maxim Rylsky Institute of art studies folk-

lore and ethnology (National Academy of Sciences of 

Ukraine) are the source base of the proposed research. 

The materials of Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine 

(Kyiv), the National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine 

(Kyiv) Regional Library Kirovograd, Odessa, Lviv and 

Dnipro are enlisted as well. In a dictionary a total in-

volved sources is over 1000 items: including scientific 

papers, periodicals, documents from various archives of 

libraries and museums. In the process the author had to 

work in the funds of art and local history museums in 

Ukraine and Russia in cities such as Simferopol, Kyiv, 

Dnipro, Odessa, Lviv, Moscow, Yekaterinburg, Tomsk, 

to look for different materials in private collections.  

At the same time, many materials that today could 

supplement information about artists of the region are 

stored outside Ukraine: in Belgium – I. Pohitonova; in 

Moldova – O. Foynitsky; in Germany – I. Babia; in Po-

land – G. Bilinska-Bogdanovich, P. Zaporozhchenko,  

K., Adamska-Rovba; in Russia – P. Krestonostsev,  

P. Pokarzhevsky, O. Osmerkin; in France, P. Gansky and 

others. 

 

5. Results and discussion 

The articles of the dictionary «Artists of the 

Steppe Ukraine» in alphabetic order consist of four parts: 

title, biographical part, bibliographical part, the list of 

works of art and names of establishments where they are 

remained. The articles briefly describe the life and crea-

tive way of artists, give some information about their 

learning, present characteristics of their styles. In the end 

of each article there is the base bibliography, indicating 

the main sources, in which one can find the most com-

plete information about the person. The artists’ works (if 

we know any) are proposed as well. The texts are fol-

lowed by self-portraits, portraits of an artist, made by 

other painters or by photos, reproductions of their paint-

ings, some of them are presented for the first time. 

The biographical dictionary-guide contains infor-

mation about painters, sculptors, graphic artists, archi-

tects, artists-teachers and researchers of art, whose life 

and activity are connected with the Yelisavetgrad and 

Alexandria counties of the Kherson province (now – Ki-

rovograd region). Auxiliary apparatus consists of a nom-

inal index, a list of abbreviations. 

Steppe Ukraine – a land with rich artistic tradi-

tions, which origins can be found in the seventeenth cen-

tury and which became a prerequisite for foundation and 

establishment of the city of Yelisavetgrad (now – Kro-

pyvnytskyi) as an artistic centre for the future. 

The countdown of the developing of the artistic 

process in the region starts at the beginning 1of 750’s 

and is linked with the foundation of the city after the de-

cree of Empress Elizabeth, concerning the building of the 

fortress in 1751. At that time the main centre of art of the 

contemporary Ukraine, was the Convent of Pechersk in 

Kyiv. After a few years a wooden cathedral Trinity 

Church was erected at the territory of the fortress. In 

1754 the iconographer of Convent of the Pechersk Al-

impiy Halyk painted three icons for this temple: images 

of Zechariah – the father of John the Baptist, the Apostles 

Peter and Paul and St Elizabeth, who was considered as 

the patroness of the city [17]. 

In the mid of XIX century the provincial town 

Elisavetgrad became one of the industrial and cultural 

centres of the southern Ukraine. This time is marked by 

the most significant events in artistic life, which was 

largely associated with the animation of the Provincial 

movement activities of educational organizations, chari-

table societies. 

In 1880 the alumnus of the Academy of Fine Arts, 

academician of portrait painting Peter Krestonostsev 

founded near Yelisavetgrad Zemsky real school Evening 

drawing and design classes, which have become a great 

cultural centre and influenced the artistic and educational 

life, not only of this region, but of the whole Ukraine as 

well. When in 1893 Mr. Krestonostsev left Yelisavet-

grad, his work was continued by his colleagues-teachers, 

who preferably graduated from the Academy of Fine 

https://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Murielle_Lucie_Cl%C3%A9ment&action=edit&redlink=1
https://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Murielle_Lucie_Cl%C3%A9ment&action=edit&redlink=1
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Arts: M. Nikol’skii, A. Olshansky, N. Lebedev,  

F. Kozachynskiy, A. Pavlov and others [18]. 

During the activity of the Classes (1880–1918) 

more than two thousand people graduated from them, 

among them painters: P. Pokarzhevsky, A. Osmerkin, 

A. Foynytskiy, P. Ganskiy, A. Lopuhin, I-B. Rubak,  

S. Dudin, A. Rozumnuy, О. Abbo, К. Аdamska-Rouba, 

B. Маjor [19]. Y. Constantinowsky, (alias Josef Con-

stant, Michel Matveev), І. Olinskiy, M. Portnoff,  

A. Galoustchenko, A. Weyzen, A. Hruzhevsky, 

A. Staborovskyy, P. Kosyura; iconographer P. Zaporozh-

chenko, N. Nikolenko, and many others. Unfortunately in 

the literature articles, dealing with creative works of the-

se artists, researchers not always-mention them as per-

sons from the Yelisavethrad region, where they have 

received their first art education. 

In this study let's stop only on some individuals, 

the initial period of art education, which was not identi-

fied in the available literature, however, according to our 

observations, it became decisive in their further activity.  

It is impossible – to circumvent by attention an 

artist-iconographer Pavlo Zaporizhsky – (Zaporozhchen-

ko), the pupil Evening drawing and design classes, later 

UNR army soldier. He was must to emigrate to Poland in 

1927 in the town of Przemysl, where organized the art 

studio «Renaissance» together with Boris Paliy Neyil,  

P. Kovzhun, M. Prasitskiy entered there. The workshop 

engaged in the conservation and restoration of churches 

in Galicia and Lemkivshchyna, destroyed during the First 

World War [10].  

In the city of Simferopol in the Museum of Mod-

ern Christian Art we can present works by the artist, 

graduate of the mention Classes – iconographer George 

Bostrem and this museum is named after him. He is a 

pupil and a friend of the famous Russian artist 

V. Kandinsky, who later organized the association group 

of youth artists, known as «Independent Artists» in 

Odessa [20]. 

An extraordinary figure in the artistic life of Yeli-

savetgrad was a sculptor Isidore Zolotarevskiy. He also 

received his first artistic skills in the Evening drawing 

and design classes. Later he continued his arts education 

at the Paris Academy of Fine Arts. Having returned to his 

hometown, he opened an art studio here. Later, while he 

was living in Moscow, his compatriots – A. Osmerkin, 

A. Nuremberg, A. Rozumhiy often stayed in his house, 

and they left the memories about his friend. I. Zolotarev-

skiy is the author of death masks of S. Esenin. We can 

recognize him in the image of rich «Moscow merchant», 

made by B. Kustodiev [12]. Another portrait of I. Zolo-

tarevskogo was created by his friend – A. Rozumnuy, 

who successfully had realized himself as an actor and 

painter, and later as a writer, director and cinematogra-

pher he organized one of the first documentary film stu-

dios in Moscow. He took part in making of  

20 films, among them «Timur and his team», «The Life 

and Death of Lieutenant Schmidt», «Miklukho-MacIay», 

«Mother» and others. His series (over 200 pieces) of 

graphic portraits of artists and film makers, with whom 

he worked and communicated, is known. 

In the XIX-th – early XX-th century some original 

and talented architects worked in Yelisavetgrad, among 

them: Alexander Dostoevsky, a brother of the famous 

Russian writer, who used in his designs the style of me-

dieval castle architecture, P. Fedorov – author of «tent» 

buildings with a variety of small ornaments [21]. 

Considerable part of buildings, belonging to the 

historical center of Yelisavetgrad forms the historic ar-

chitectural image of the city, built with a direct participa-

tion of the architect J. Pauchenko. He skilfully used in 

his design elements of different styles – modern, Moor-

ish, neo-byzantine, neo-classicism. His buildings are 

executed in chamber character, his virtuoso brickwork 

and superior metal jewellery are very exquisite. The Ye-

lisavetgrad newspaper “Golos Yuga” wrote in 1914 «The 

whole series of erected by him buildings is very bright 

and tells about him as of a talented artist-architect... Un-

doubtedly, his merit is that he was the first in our city to 

give examples of art architecture...». The best works of 

Y. Pauchenko are Weisenberg's house with renaissance 

and baroque forms, Goldenberg electricity-water-hospital 

in the Moorish style, St. Anne’s Hospital. His own house 

in the byzantine style – (now A. A. Osmerkin Art Memo-

rial Museum) is recognized as an architectural monument 

as well [22]. 

The famous architect A. Lishnevskiy – a graduate 

of the Academy of Arts was known by his large scale 

project. Some buildings, designed by him: girls’ gymna-

sium, synagogue, and the most famous building of the 

city, the house of the former mansion of a merchant 

Barsky (now Museum) has been preserved [21]. 

 Architects, who were born in Yelisavetgrad later, 

worked in many cities of the Russian Empire. Architect 

B. Kornienko, very known in Kharkiv, studied the prob-

lem of Ukrainian national style in architecture, with his 

colleague K. Zhukov presented their projects at exhibi-

tions in Yelisavetgrad and made popular lectures, dedi-

cated to the Ukrainian version of the art modern style. 

At the turn of XIX–XX centuries A. Veyzen 

worked in Sebastopol, where he developed a new general 

architectural plan of the city and an architectural com-

plex, dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the defence of 

Sevastopol during the Crimean war, executed in the neo 

empire style and the style of Classicism [23]. Students of 

the Evenings drawing and design classes, later graduates 

of the architectural department of the St. Petersburg 

Academy of Arts, A. Hrujevskiy and A. Staborovskiy 

won the all-Russian design competition with their project 

of the Military Ascension Cathedral in Novocherkassk 

city [24]. 

The artistic and educational activities of Evening 

drawing and design classes in the 1920–1930 were con-

tinued by S. Danishevskiy – a graduate of the Academy 

of Fine Arts (Repin's class). Later on he visited private 

schools of Julien and Laurent in Paris. After returning in 

1912 from France to Yelisavetgrad, S. Danishevskiy or-

ganized the painter’s studio «Art» and headed a local art-

industrial school here at the Art Department «Hudprom». 

M. Brodsky, P. Brodska, P. Krayc, M. Svitenko, 

Y. Gorobchenko were his pupils. We should also men-

tion his student G. Sinitsya, which belonged to the group 

of «Boichukists» and then to «the sixties» [25]. 

Artistic life of this steppe region developed within 

the West-European context. Many immigrant artists from 

the Yelisavetgrad region made a significant contribution 

into the arts not only in Ukraine, but also in other coun-
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tries. The bright example of this is the creative work of 

Ivan Pokhitonov. Foreign researchers of his biography 

believe that he was formed in Ukraine as an artist, ob-

serving and sensitive to the nature, and later his talent 

developed under the influence of French artists-

representatives of Barbizon and the impressionist 

schools. Except the elegance and sophistication of his 

unique landscapes – «miniature pearls» as said Repin – 

there is something that French people would be call im-

pressionistic melancholy, and Ukrainian people – longing 

for the ideal. The high professionalism of paintings, exe-

cuted by him, allowed him to take part in salon exhibi-

tions in Paris, where they were highly appreciated. The 

inspiration to work was given to I. Pokhitonov by his 

native land that he regularly visited and painted here the 

steppe landscape. At the end of his life I. Pokhitonov 

bequeathed all his creative legacies to Yelisavetgrad, 

where the art museum was started creating after his initi-

ative (unfortunately, almost all the artistic heritage of the 

famous Ukrainian artist is now abroad) [26]. 

In the USA, the names of the natives of the steppe 

region are well known: the classic of American painting 

by Ivan Olinsky and the theatrical artist Jacob Wenger 

[27]. The graduates of the Yelisavetgrad Junker Cavalry 

College were: the artist Sergei Obrazkov, who left for 

Yugoslavia in 1921 and worked in California after the 

Second World War; Viktor Arnautov – later leader of the 

Modernists in California; Konstantin Podushkin – origi-

nal master of graphics in the field of postcard; Vladimir 

Doriani, one of the five most original neo-primitivist 

artists in America. Lived in France: a politician, writer 

and artist Vladimir Vinnichenko, neoclassic painter 

Ivan Babiy, Yuri (Georgy) Dekonski, and follower of 

drawing classes, Peter Gansky – the author of both pic-

turesque and literary-philosophical works. A graduate of 

the classes – Isahar-Ber Rybak became one of the organ-

izers of the famous educational organization «Culture 

League» and theorist of the Jewish avant-garde of the 

early XX century. 

The long-term work on the vocabulary of the 

«Steppe Art of Ukraine» was devoted to establishing 

these names – artists-pedagogues and their students, clar-

ification of biographies of already known personalities, 

historical and pedagogical reconstruction of the educa-

tional process in the Yelisavetgrad region.  

 

5. Conclusions 

Thus, it can be noted, that the development of fine 

arts in the Yelisavetgrad region was mainly associated 

with the Evening Drawing Classes at Yelisavetgrad Zem-

sky Real School, which were founded by  

P. Krestonostsev and became the main focus of art edu-

cation. They became the first stage in obtaining art edu-

cation for about 200 artists, who later became famous. 

1. The biographical dictionary-guide provides in-

formation about artists-educators and their students – 

painters, sculptors, graphic artists, architects, whose life 

and activities are related to the steppe region – Yelisa-

vetgrad and Alexandria counties of the Kherson province 

(now – Kropyvnytskyi) of early XX century. On the ba-

sis of museum and archival materials, both already 

known (with certain updated data) and new names of 

artists and information about them are introduced into 

scientific circulation. Specificity of the biographical 

method can be considered to be its great focus on unique 

aspects of human life history, sometimes in an organiza-

tion group, and on a subjective personal approach to de-

scribing the human life of the career history and so on. 

The study of biographies, the comparison of historical 

facts in the stories, makes it possible to compare the fac-

tual version of the historical event and social changes. 

This opens up additional options for viewing already 

installed official versions. 

2. Materials of the Dictionary of «ARTISTS OF 

STEPPE UKRAINE» can be used as an auxiliary tool in 

the study of the disciplines «History of Pedagogy», «His-

tory of Art», «Methods of teaching fine arts» and others. 

They will be useful in the process of mastering the stu-

dents' knowledge of the formation and development of 

pedagogical skills of artists-educators and their students, 

and will be useful to a wide range of researchers: muse-

um staff, art historians, educators, collectors and others. 

Therefore, the creation of an information and bib-

liographic resource «ARTISTS OF STEPPE 

UKRAINE», which can be replenish and updated, will 

contribute to the generalization of artistic pedagogical 

experience and popularize the creative use of ideas of 

outstanding pedagogues in modern conditions, will play 

an important role in ensuring the development of scien-

tific research practices, advanced training, continuous 

self-education. 
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